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Prevention of Gate Derailment

**Background to the problem.**

- During a number of recent incidents in your area, there had been a number of incidents reported where the suspects had gained access onto properties by derailing the main driveway gates.
- If you had been victim to this or you would like to prevent this from happening to you, please read and study the next couple of slides to ensure that you do not become another statistic.
- In the next few slides, we will try and illustrate to you what should be done to prevent this from happening to you.
- Please note that should you need any assistance or guidance in this regard please do not hesitate to call your Area Operations Manager who would gladly come and guide you through the process.
- Your Branch Manager for Randburg/Sandton is Russell Haresign, 082 499 5005
- Please note that the supplier recommended by the ADT is Randburg Locksmith, contact number 011 789 5358 or 082 655 3589
Prevention of Gate Derailment

This gate does not have an anti-lift bracket welded on to the gate to prevent the gate from being lifted on the side of the gate motor.

Gate with an anti-lift bracket fitted to prevent the gate from being lifted off the rail gate.
Prevention of Gate Derailment

Make sure the anti-lifting bracket is installed as close to the gate as possible. In the above example, the gap above the gate is too big, the gate can still be lifted. The gap must be less than 1cm.
Prevention of Gate Derailment

Ensure your gate motor is securely bolted into the ground to reduce risk of motor being stolen

Make sure your gate motor cover is locked to make it harder for criminals to put gate on manual
Prevention of Gate Derailment

We recommend that you split the rail here in the event that the rail is forced that only this part is moved, the part on the motor should remain in place.

We recommend that the gate motor is as far away from the perimeter wall as possible to prevent any intruders from reaching the gate motor. Alternatively, install metal plating across bottom of gate to prevent hands from reaching through.
Securing Mains Power Boxes

Electrical boxes outside your property remain a concern, ensure they are secure. Criminals are known to switch the electricity off at the outside box, to wait for the alarm system to run down and then to break-in.

Never ignore a “AC Failure” signal as this is a warning to you that the electricity has gone off. When receiving a “Low Battery” signal it is an indication that the battery power is low. Please immediately contact your keyholders to go out and restore power.